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A modern hotel
in a European city.
A man and a woman –
both secret agents.

OBJECTS OF
INVESTIGATION

Who are they
watching?
Who are they
working for?
Are they enemies
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have a taste for
distinctive design and
excellent quality.

KIA GT COLLECTION

OBJECT #3 DETECTED

OBJECT #1 DETECTED

Sign of the times?
OBJECT #2 DETECTED

The Quiet Man is full of mystery. Every morning he
has his breakfast at the same table, with a full view
of the room. Who’s he waiting for?
I wouldn’t have noticed him at all if it hadn’t been for
the watch. An eye-catcher. His mark of identification?
There is definitely something special about him.
I’d better keep him under observation.

OBJECT #4 DETECTED

KIA GT
COLLECTION –
TRACKING
POWERFUL
TARGETS

GT Neoprene Tablet Case

GT Premium Chronograph

KIAE20029

KIAE20023

Universal neoprene case protects tablets of
sizes up to ten inches. GT logo on the front
and tyre track rubber print on the back. Kia
logo embossed on black zip pullers.

High-quality stainless-steel sports
chronograph. Black leather strap
with red contrasting stitching.
Citizen movement, 5 ATM. GT logo
on the dial and Kia embossed on the
crown. Comes in high-qualityblack
box with red contrasting stitching.
Two-year guarantee.

High performance with high-quality
materials. That’s the essence of GT,
captured here in the Kia GT Collection
series. Designed to deliver and impress.
Every item acknowledges that a new
adventure is just around the corner.

GT Sports Bag
KIAE20031
Black and grey sports bag with
large main compartment and
three exterior zip compartments.
Adjustable padded shoulder straps.
GT logo on the front.

GT Cap
KIAE20000
High-quality microfibre cap with red
contrasting stitching and carbon-style
design on the peak. Red sweatband
interior. Red GT logo on the peak and
Kia logo embossed on metal
buckle at the back.
One size (adjustable).
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Ready for every mission
GT Softshell Jacket
KIAE20011 – KIAE20016
Functional, lightweight softshell jacket with
hood and smart contrasting details. Windand water-resistant membrane. Reflective
GT logo printed on the back and Kia logo on
zip pullers.
Unisex, sizes: XS–XXL.

GT T-Shirt

GT Beach Towel

GT Travel Mug

KIAE20001 – KIAE20010

KIAE20032

KIAE20026

Fashionable T-shirt made of
high-quality soft-touch cotton.
With black collar hem and red
contrasting stitching. Red
GT logo on the right sleeve.
Men‘s sizes: S–XXL,
Ladies‘ sizes: XS–XL.

Big black leisure towel for beach and
sauna, etc. Two-tone jacquard woven
with red GT logo and tyre track relief
on both sides. Red contrasting hem.
100% cotton. Approx. 175 × 80 cm.

Red double-walled travel mug with
GT and KIA logos. Modern combination
of stainless steel and transparent
plastic cover. Leak-proof top. Fits in
Kia cupholders.

GT Premium Umbrella
KIAE20027

GT Universal
Neoprene Pouch

Big windproof umbrella with red fibreglass frame and handle
in carbon design. Ergonomic handle with GT logo and Kia logo
printed on one panel. Diameter (open): approx. 130 cm.

KIAE20028

GT Bonded Fleece Jacket
KIAE20017 – KIAE20022
Smart knit fleece cardigan in
marled yarn with contrasting
patches. Two-way zip and
adjustable cord at the bottom.
Two side pockets and one chest
pocket, all with quality zips. Red
GT logo embroidered on the right
sleeve and Kia logo on zip pullers.
Unisex, sizes: XS–XXL.
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GT Lanyard

GT Key Chain

KIAE20024

KIAE20025

New style lanyard with black-and-red
cord and black metal elements. GT
and Kia logos engraved on the metal
ring. Safety release at the back.

Black-and-red key chain made of
textile leather with red contrasting
stitching. GT logo on the front and Kia
logo on the back of the metal buckle.

Perfect for smartphones,
cameras or other valuable
items. Includes cable port
on the front, belt loop and
karabiner at the back. GT logo
printed on the front and Kia
logo on zip pullers.

GT Backpack
KIAE20030
Black and grey backpack with
large main compartment, front
organiser compartment, mesh
side pouches and large exterior
zip pocket. Padded adjustable
shoulder straps. Red zip pullers
and GT logo printed on the front.
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KIA CLASSIC COLLECTION

OBJECT #1 DETECTED

What’s in the bag?

OBJECT #2 DETECTED

Is she an extremely clever agent? Or really just a
tourist? I’d like to take a closer look inside that bag.
She had it when she went out. Then she left it in
a locker at the station. She spent an hour at the
museum and collected the bag before she went
shopping in town.
I think she noticed me on the bridge. But I can’t be
sure. Have I blown my cover? There’s something
important in that bag …

OBJECT #3 DETECTED

KIA CLASSIC
COLLECTION –
CLASSIFIED
MATERIAL
In a world of shifting appearances, the
Kia Classic Collection stands out for its
strong character, based on style with
solid foundations and ideas that might
be unusual but are always practical.

Polo Shirt

Aluminium Drinking Bottle

KIAE20038 – KIAE20047

KIAE20056

Fashionable polo shirt made of
high-quality cotton. With contrasting
stitching on collar underside, side slits
and button panel. With embroidered
Kia logo.
Men‘s sizes: S–XXL,
Ladies‘ sizes: XS–XL.

Trendy outdoor bottle made of aluminium
in matte black with slogan ‘The Power to
Surprise’ printed in gloss finish and Kia logo.
With black plastic screw top and snap hook.
Holds approx. 0.75 l.

Textile Shopper
KIAE20054
Large bag for leisure, shopping or the
beach. Made of canvas fabric in a redand-white design with black cotton
handles and black textile leather bottom
for protection. Push-button closure and
small inner compartment. Dimensions:
approx. W 44 (top) × H 34 × D 15 cm.

‘Waves’ Baseball Cap
Key Chain with Trolley Coin
KIAE20050

OBJECT #4 DETECTED

Handy metal key ring in red with shiny
black trolley coin (size €1 coin).

KIAE20036
High-quality microfibre cap with contrasting rubber wave detail on the peak and
embossed Kia logo on the buckle. One size
(adjustable).
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Baseball Cap

Strictly confidential

KIAE20037

Metal Key Chain

Lanyard

Leather Key Chain

KIAE20049

KIAE20051

KIAE20048

Solid metal key ring in shiny black with
embossed logo. Approx. 8 cm with ring.

Lanyard with black-and-red strap, with
contrasting stitching and Kia logo. Shiny
black metal clasp and buckle. Safety release
at the back. Length: approx. 50 cm.

Trendy key ring made of woven red-andblack leather. Metal buckle and ring in
black with embossed logo. Approx. 8 cm
with ring.

Classic baseball cap made of cotton with
contrasting stitching, buckle strap and
underside of peak. Kia logo embroidered
on the side and embossed on metal buckle
at the back. One size (adjustable).

Baby Socks
KIAE20053
Baby socks with tyre track
non-slip coating on the sole
and comfortable elastic
ankle band.
70% cotton, 26% nylon,
4% spandex.
Size: 19/20.

Sports Pouch
KIAE20052
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High-quality sports pouch made of ripstop
polyester. With ‘The Power to Surprise’
printed black on black, red cords and red
Kia logo. Approx. 37 × 46 cm.
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KIA BUSINESS COLLECTION

OBJECT #4 DETECTED

OBJECT #2 DETECTED
OBJECT #1 DETECTED

OBJECT #3 DETECTED

Mission: Surprise
Finally, the Quiet Man was getting ready to leave
the hotel. So, I packed quickly. It seemed almost
careless … He left his travel organiser on the
reception desk for a minute. Open, for all to see,
were two passports and two airline tickets.
Strangest of all: one of the passports had my name
inside … Time to request permission to approach.
To be continued …

KIA BUSINESS
COLLECTION –
JOINING THE
INTELLIGENCE
COMMUNITY

Travel Organiser

Vario Power 6000

KIAE20064

KIAE20060

High-quality travel organiser
with various card compartments
in different sizes. Real leather in
black with red stitching. Kia logo
embossed on the interior.
Approx. 11.5 × 21 cm.

Mobile charger for all types of smartphone,
tablet, digital camera, etc. Capacity of
6,000mAh and, depending on device, lasts
up to five recharges. Your device is charged
via cable. The Vario Power is charged
via USB to computer. Charging cable and
instructions included.

Sometimes you have to let style speak
for you. And in these cases, you have
to be sure that the items you carry and
wear speak your language. With the Kia
Business Collection, you have a strong
ally on your side.

‘Tiger Nose’ Ballpoint Pen
KIAE20055

Adjustable Tablet Case

High-quality metal ballpoint pen with unique
clip in Kia ‘tiger nose’ design. Made of brass with
glossy black finish and silver tip and clip. Kia logo
engraved on side.

KIAE20058
Tablet case for ten-inch tablets, with
stand function. Black textile leather cover,
red lining. Kia logo embossed on the front.
Approx. 20.5 × 26.6 × 2.2 cm.
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Code word: Style

Business Card Case

Suit Bag

Business Bag

Laundry/Shoe Pouch

KIAE20057

KIAE20066

KIAE20067

KIAE20065

Real leather case with one large and two
smaller card compartments. Decorated
with red contrasting edging and stitching,
and interior embossed with the Kia logo.
Approx. 10.5 × 7 cm (closed).

Black suit bag made of jacquard nylon with
textile leather handles. Red contrasting
zipper, and logo embroidered on the front.
Approx. 55 × 90 cm (open) or 55 × 45 cm
(closed).

Stylish business bag made of jacquard
nylon. The large divided main compartment
includes laptop padding and a separate
organiser compartment in the front. Adjustable padded shoulder strap and handles.
Approx. 42 × 33.5 × 9 cm.

Universal pouch for laundry and shoes, etc.
Made of black ripstop polyester with red
cord and black stopper. Approx. 40 × 50 cm.

Pocket Umbrella
KIAE20063
High-quality pocket umbrella with textile
leather handle and automatic open-andclose function. Kia logo printed tone on
tone on one panel.

Key Chain With
4GB Memory Stick
KIAE20062

Multi-Cable Car Charger Set

Touchpen

KIAE20061

KIAE20059

USB charger for the car with two USB
slots. Multi-cable charger with various
adapters. Comes in practical nylon case.
Dimensions: approx. 11.5 × 6 × 4 cm.

Stainless-steel stylus with black
matte finish and glossy tip and clip.
Kia logo engraved on side.
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Real leather key ring with 4GB flash
drive. Black leather with red contrasting
stitching and glossy black metal parts
and embossed Kia logo.
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KIA BUSINESS COLLECTION

KIA CLASSIC COLLECTION

KIA GT COLLECTION

